A Collaborative Workshop Series Spring 2015

Sweets and Strategies for Academic Success

Cookies & keys to academic success in the U.S. classroom
This International Students and Scholars Office (ISSO) session will discuss academic differences across cultures, and introduce U.S. classroom expectations, learning and testing techniques, and tips for effective time management.

Avoiding plagiarism: Discussion & dessert
The Educational Resource Center (ERC) will introduce students to the importance of source citation, note taking, group work, class attendance, and available resources at the ERC.

Cookies & keys to successful college writing
This session, led by the CAS and COM Writing Centers, will help students prepare for writing assignments, learn how to use instructor feedback, and understand how the different Writing Centers at BU can help students become better and more independent writers.

Tea and tips for exam success
This workshop, presented by Center for English Language & Orientation Programs (CELOP) will offer strategies for responding to exam questions efficiently and appropriately.

Bites with books(& Bytes!): Making the most of BU’s libraries
The BU Libraries offer online and print resources and research support for all BU students. Students will participate in a tour of Mugar Library and learn how they can utilize library resources.